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JSSAP Mission

A Chartered Joint-Centric Activity

Providing Small Arms Technology & Requirements Harmonization

For All the Armed Services

Focus on the Warfighter Always!
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$14-17M Annual Budget
Mission Statement

- Intensive Management of the DoD Small Arms Tech Base
- Harmonization of Requirement
- Transition to PM’s for System Development and Demonstration
- Long Range Plans and Strategies
- Influence of International Small Arms Activities

...for the Joint Service Small Arms Synchronization Team
Joint Service Small Arms Synchronization Team

Chairman
COL Scott Flynn (Commander, ESIC)

Principals:
Army: COL G. Ellerson (USA MCOE)
Marines: LtCol M. Brinkman (MCSC)
Air Force: Col P. Lopardi (HQ AFSFC)
Navy: Mr. C. Zeller (OPNAV)
Coast Guard: CAPT M. Price (HQ USCG)
SOCOM: COL J. Smith (PEO SOF Warrior)

Associates:
Army PMSW: COL D. Tamilio (PEO Soldier)
JNLWD: Mr. K. Swenson (JNLWD)
JSSAST Themes
FY08-10

JSSAP Awareness Campaign:
- Continue meeting with Service HQ’s
  ✓ - Extend to the Office of the Secretary of Defense

Lightweight Small Arms Technologies (LSAT)
- Establishment of a Joint Requirement (ICD)
  - Build a jointly funded program for EMD

Joint Small Arms Capabilities Assessment (JSACA)
- Update current documentation
- Evolve into DOD Roadmap for Small Arms.

Joint Service Small Arms Master Plan (JSSAMP)
- Update JSSAMP in FY10
- Evolve into DOD Roadmap for Small Arms
Completed

- Director, Soldier Requirements, Army
- PEO SOF Warrior, US SOCOM
- PM Infantry Weapon Systems, USMC
- Director, Combat Arms and Training, USAF
- Director, Office of Special Missions, USCG
- PEO Littoral and Maritime Warfare, NAVSEASYSCOM
- PM Soldier Weapons, Army
- Chief, Acquisition Division, JNLWD
- OSD Acquisition, Logistics and Technology
- HQDA Office of Director of Technology
Key Program Thrusts

Lightweight Small Arms Technology

Advanced Fire Control Technology

Advanced Lethal Armament Technology
Follow-on Activities

- Continue Operational Awareness Campaign
- Gain Approval of Joint ICD for Entire Small Arms Program
- Complete DOD Small Arms Roadmap
- Next JSSAST Meeting in November 2010